Abstract-We develop and investigate several novel multiresolution algorithms for detecting coherent radar targets embedded in clutter. These multiresolution detectors exploit the fact that prominent target scatterers interfere in a characteristic manner as resolution is changed, while multiresolution clutter signatures are random. We show, both on simulated and collected synthetic aperture radar data, that these multiresolution algorithms yield significant detection improvements over single-pixel, singleresolution constant false alarm rate (CFAR) methods that use only the finest available resolution.
I. INTRODUCTION

W
E DESCRIBE a novel approach to target detection that exploits the change of the complex-valued synthetic aperture radar (SAR) signature in a pixel when resolution is varied. Many SAR target detection algorithms work on a single resolution image at the finest available resolution [15] , [20] . However, simple physical principles of SAR imaging suggest that significant performance gains can be achieved by casting the detection problem in a multiresolution setting. The conjecture we investigate in this paper is that target signatures, when viewed as a function of resolution, are sufficiently different from clutter to allow significant detection performance gains over single-resolution detection algorithms.
SAR images of man-made objects typically consist of spatial patterns of bright points and lines resulting from radar backscatter from discrete physical features such as corners, edges, flat plates and other primitive geometric shapes. The coherent radar return from each of these discrete features, or prominent scatterers, is a complex phasor with amplitude equal to the local radar cross-section of the target feature and phase related to scatter location within the resolution cell. These prominent scatterers become isolated in individual resolution cells at fine enough resolutions, and they dominate the target signature. As the image resolution changes, different scatterers enter or exit a given resolution cell (or pixel), leading to characteristic changes in amplitude and phase of that cell as a function of resolution. Clutter, on the other hand, typically contains a large number of densely spaced, equivalued scatterers, and has a randomly varying signature as a function of resolution.
The discriminant we exploit in constructing multiresolution target detectors is the target's multiresolution signature, or characteristic amplitude and phase fluctuation as a function Manuscript received November 1, 1995; revised July 30, 1996 . This work was supported by the Advanced Research Projects Agency under Contract DAAH01-93-C-R346.
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of resolution. There are two potential benefits that can be gained from exploiting the multiresolution discriminant. The first is more reliable detection performance (i.e., higher probability of detection for a given false alarm rate). In an empirical analysis of SAR imagery of ground vehicles we show that multiresolution processing offered a significant increase in detection performance. The second benefit is that a multiresolution detection algorithm operating on coarse and medium-resolution imagery may have equivalent performance to a single-resolution detector operating on fine resolution imagery. Since azimuth resolution is directly proportional to the collection aperture angle in spotlight SAR [21] , [29] , the implication is that one may be able to reduce radar dwell time, thereby increasing the system search rate. We verified this benefit empirically on SAR imagery. A typical approach in SAR target detection is to use a multistage algorithm where each subsequent stage has increasing computational complexity operating on smaller amounts of data. Early stages perform low-complexity rejection of a majority of the nontarget areas. One example is [22] , where a two-stage algorithm ("prescreening" followed by feature-based "false-alarm discrimination") is investigated. The multiresolution algorithms we investigate fall into the category of prescreeners. By contrast, [13] uses multiresolution signatures as a discriminant in a feature-based discrimination algorithm. There, scale-autoregressive (AR) models [5] are fit to dyadic multiresolution pyramid representations of SAR imagery. This latter approach is similar in spirit to the AR-based tests and , which we present in Section III. However, our representation is not limited to dyadic resolutions.
Reference [8] examines the application of sequential hypothesis tests in coarse-to-fine target signatures in high rangeresolution real-beam radar data, and demonstrates tremendous computational savings by performing early hypothesis rejection at coarse scales in an -ary target classification problem. Their approach uses dyadic resolution splits, in contrast to the nondyadic multiresolution sampling strategies we present in Section III. Use of sequential decision theory for SAR target detection is also investigated in [27] , where we study the problem of on-line target detection during spotlight SAR collection, prior to image formation.
In our development of SAR imaging, we will assume linear FM transmission signals, the usual far-field assumptions, backprojection image processing [21] , [29] , or a multiresolution image formation method [25] . Neglecting higher order phase effects (range walk and variable range rate), the complex image can be expressed in terms of a complex-valued scene, with the origin at scene center, and the SAR impulse response, , as
where is the scene extent defined by the real beam antenna footprint, is the SAR wavelength, is the vector from the SAR to the scene center, and are the resolutions in range and azimuth, respectively. In our development, we will concentrate on the azimuth dependence of the SAR impulse response. By using backprojection processing, a set of images with various azimuth resolutions can be obtained by sampling the image formation process at different collection aperture times [1] , simplifying the process of generating images at various resolutions. Consequently, we will set , and use the notation , and in our development resulting in (3) We chose the normalization in (2) such that the resultant random process in resolution becomes a Brownian motion under the appropriate conditions, as we will show in this paper.
The phase term in (2) arises from the first-order approximation that collected SAR data corresponds to offset Fourier transform data after a binomial series expansion of the distance from the SAR antenna to a fixed point in the scene called the scene center [21] . This phase term causes coherent interference (phase mixing) between each of the scatterers within a resolution cell and results in a complex-valued SAR image, . The complex-valued nature of the radar return is usually accounted for by introducing the complex reflectivity function defined over the scene extent . As the resolution, , is varied, the scatterer interference will take on a unique characteristic determined by the strength and relative location of the scatterers within the resolution cell.
To obtain an intuitive understanding of the role that interference of prominent scatterers plays in multiresolution analysis of SAR imagery, consider the following one-dimensional (1-D) example. Fig. 1 shows three equally spaced, equal crosssection scatterers. For this example, we replace the underline notation with the notation of for the 1-D spatial location. The scene can be written as The complex reflectivity function can then be written as (4) where are the phases associated with each of the scatterers. The resulting SAR observation is and for a fixed . The top plot shows and the second plot shows the amplitude of at the finest resolution. The magnitude and phase of (i.e., at location ) are plotted as a function of resolution and in the third and fourth plots in Fig. 1 . These latter two plots show the effect of interference between the scatterers when they enter a resolution cell. As the resolution changes, sidelobes from neighboring scatterers affect the amplitude and phase of the signature measured at the center scatterer , and the amplitude and phase of oscillates. The signature reaches a steady state when the resolution becomes coarse enough to contain all three scatterers. In the example of Fig. 1 this occurs for . By contrast, natural terrain typically consists of a large collection of small amplitude scatterers that are randomly distributed within each resolution cell. Thus SAR imagery of terrain, i.e., clutter, is frequently modeled as a Gaussian random field by appealing to the Central Limit Theorem. The result is that the amplitude and phase of a clutter pixel vary randomly as a function of resolution. In particular, for Gaussian clutter the amplitude has a Rayleigh distribution with a parameter proportional to the resolution and clutter reflectivity, while the phase is uniformly distributed over . Fig. 2 shows an example multiresolution sample path for a one-dimensional clutter process. Here, there are four plots analogous to those given in Fig. 1 .
The example in Fig. 1 illustrates that there is a characteristic range of resolutions over which our multiresolution approach will be valid. In particular, the sensor resolution should be fine enough to resolve prominent target scatterers. Conversely, the processed resolutions should become coarse enough to allow multiple prominent scatterers within a resolution cell, and finally, not so coarse that the law of large numbers applies to target signatures. As shown in [4] , approximately eight scatterers of equal value in a resolution cell is the limit where the signature can be said to have approximately a Gaussian distribution.
Another consideration is that in any practical system, there may be a limit on the number of resolutions over which the multiresolution detection statistics are evaluated. The choice of what and how many resolutions to use is one of the design choices in the multiresolution detectors we investigate.
Finally, a natural concern that arises when images of different resolutions are jointly processed is the correspondence of a pixel from image to image. We circumvent this problem by choosing a priori an image sampling rate that satisfies the Nyquist criterion for the finest available image resolution. Images at coarser resolutions are oversampled so that they have the same sampling density as the finest resolution image.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we develop statistical models for multiresolution random processes. We also discuss a resolution sampling strategy that whitens the discrete process that results from sampling the continuous multiresolution clutter signature. Section III develops the detection strategies that we will employ in our studies. We consider two classes of detection strategies, one based on an AR model for the multiresolution signatures, the other based on a composite target-present hypothesis. Special cases encompassing a generalized likelihood ratio (GLRT) approach are also discussed. Section IV discusses the performance results of the multiresolution detection algorithms when applied to both simulated and actual SAR imagery.
II. MULTIRESOLUTION PROCESS STATISTICS
In our construction, we model the complex reflectivity as a collection of point scatterers. Each point scatterer is specified by a location and a complex reflectivity C
This approach has been used to model both clutter [14] and objects that consist of collections of point reflectors [7] (i.e., trihedrals or corner reflectors).
The complex-valued SAR image, , taking into account resolution, can be written as a convolution between the complex reflectivity function, , and the system impulse response, [29] , as follows:
In the next two subsections, we consider models for the statistics of the observed radar image, , under simple assumptions on the statistics of the scatterer locations and their complex reflectivities .
A. Case 1: Natural Clutter
For natural terrain, or clutter, a typical assumption is that each resolution cell in the SAR image contains a large number of small amplitude scatterers. We will assume that the real and imaginary parts of the complex reflectivities are independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables with mean zero and variance . Invoking the generalized multivariate central limit theorem ( [2] ), one can show that the joint probability density of converges to a multivariate Gaussian process in both space and resolution as the number of scatterers tends to infinity. Specifically, if the clutter scene consists of a large set of random point scatterers with i.i.d. as above with zero mean and finite variance, the summation of the scatterers within resolution cells produces a circular complex Gaussian process in the sense of [11] .
For a specific density of points , say , the mean and covariance of the process are (8) and (9) where is the correlation function of , and . Note that the covariance function is completely specified by the variance and the impulse response . The choice of the impulse response influences the statistics of the SAR image . This is especially true when examining as a function of resolution. For a specific spatial location the covariance in resolution becomes (10) If the impulse response is chosen so that the correlation function satisfies a scaling law condition [30] with respect to resolution, then the process is Gauss-Markov in resolution. For the scaling law is (11) where . The scaling law as it pertains to the SAR impulse response becomes (12) where . Using Parseval's relationship, the scaling law can be written as (13) where is the Fourier transform of the system impulse response (14) and . For or and , the correlation of the process in resolution becomes (15) Substitution of (15) into (11) shows that the scaling law is satisfied when the system impulse response is either a or . In either case the process is Gauss-Markov. The correlation of becomes . Using (15) , one can also show that is an independent increments process in resolution, i.e., (16) for . In this case, the clutter process is a complex Brownian motion process when viewed as a function of [24] . The Brownian motion nature of in resolution can be exploited to provide a simple linear transformation of the process that whitens the process in resolution. This transformation is based on the independent increments of the resolution process and the scaling of the variance in resolution. Choose a set of resolutions where . An increments process in resolution is formed by (17) with . This process has zero mean and is independent from resolution to resolution.
Furthermore, by judicious choice of resolutions , the variance of the difference process can be made constant from resolution to resolution. We choose adjacent resolutions to satisfy for every . Under this latter condition, it is easily shown that the resolution step size is given by (18) This resolution sampling strategy is shown in Fig. 3 for two choices of . The resolution sampling is dense at fine resolutions and becomes sparse at coarse resolutions. Also shown in Fig. 3 is the dyadic wavelet sampling strategy commonly used in wavelet processing schemes [8] , [18] , [13] . The density of the resolution sampling remains constant across resolutions.
For a fixed point , we define the vector of resolution increments (19) where denotes vector transpose. Then has distribution where denotes a circular complex Gaussian density with mean and complex covariance as described in [19] . Here the symbol is shorthand notation for the phrase "has probability distribution" and we define the identity matrix as having dimensionality . We also define the vector (20) which is a vector of samples from the original multiresolution process at the same set of resolutions as the increments process.
B. Case 2: Statistics of Man-Made Objects
Many man-made objects typically consist of a small number of large amplitude point scatterers. In the case of our multiresolution analysis, the physical phenomena we wish to explore is the interaction of a small number of local prominent scatterers and the interference patterns that result. The number of local prominent scatterers we wish to examine are typically less than eight. Larger numbers tend to make the SAR signature exhibit zero-mean complex Gaussian statistics [4] .
We will reformulate the process to have a random and nonrandom component. The point scatterer model will become (21) The first term in (21) will correspond to the clutter model as outlined in Case 1. The second term will correspond to an unknown set of prominent scatterers. The complex reflectivities are deterministic but unknown. The spatial distribution of the prominent scatterers is also assumed to be deterministic but unknown.
will be circular complex Gaussian with covariance as in Case 1 (see (10) ). The mean of the process is (22) In the same spirit as Case 1, we form a vector of increments in resolution, . This process is complex Gaussian with distribution where and (23) III. DETECTION STRATEGIES We now examine several strategies for detecting targets embedded in clutter. The algorithms we investigate can be categorized as pixel screening algorithms. The basic idea behind pixel screening algorithms is to perform a target/no-target decision at each pixel location while maintaining a relatively low false-alarm rate. We first review detectors that use singleresolution imagery. These single-resolution detectors will be used as a baseline in the comparison of various multiresolution detection tests, since they are currently a popular choice for screening algorithms in SAR data [22] .
A. Single-Resolution Tests
In the single-resolution detection algorithm, a target-sized image patch of pixels, say , is tested against a surrounding area of pixels, that is assumed to contain clutter only. A detection is declared if the statistics of do not match those of , i.e., if is an outlier or an anomaly. Fig. 4 shows an example template containing both the target and clutter test regions. This template is scanned over the entire image and every target-sized region within the image is tested for the presence of a target.
We assume that there is a "finest" resolution, , which represents the resolution normally produced by the SAR sensor. Under the clutter and target models defined by (7), (8) , (21) , and (22), the target detection problem can be cast as a binary hypothesis test (24) There is no uniformly most powerful test for this hypothesis test. However, the -test is the optimal invariant test with respect to arbitrary scale factors applied to the imagery [2] . Let be the sample variance of pixels falling within region . We will concentrate our development of the tests on the case where the target and clutter signatures have roughly equal power. This is typically the scenario of interest when such screening algorithms are applied to data. When , the -test can be written [2] as (25) where denotes the fine resolution data over and . In the limit where contains only a single pixel, the test becomes that of comparing the test pixel intensity to the average intensity of the surrounding background (26) The false-alarm rate for and is set by choosing the threshold parameter . Since the -test is invariant to scaling factors, the false-alarm rate can be held constant irrespective of the target-to-clutter ratio. Thus, and are constant false-alarm rate (CFAR) detectors. Furthermore, since the detector depends only on the single estimated variance parameter and are sometimes called single-parameter CFAR tests. There are several modifications that can be made for non-Gaussian clutter models [10] .
B. Multiresolution Tests
We consider two classes of multiresolution tests. The first class is based on a GLRT that incorporates an AR model for the resolution-dependent target signatures. Here, we model the signal as an AR process in . The basic idea is to exploit the oscillatory behavior of the multiresolution signature caused by coherent interference between prominent target scatterers. An example of this oscillatory behavior was shown earlier in Fig. 1 . The second class of tests is based on a composite hypothesis test for a nonzero mean signature. Under the target present hypothesis, , the signal has an unknown, nonzero mean as was shown in (23).
1) GLRT for Multiresolution AR Processes:
The simplest signature model assumes that the multiresolution signatures of clutter and targets can be described by the following first-order complex-valued AR processes: (27) (28) where are complex-valued coefficients, and and are zero-mean circular complex Gaussian random variables with variances , respectively. We assume that the AR processes are spatially i.i.d. over each local area.
We wish to test whether the inner area conforms to the same AR process as the outer clutter area . The hypotheses under test are Our approach is to construct a GLRT to test for a statistical difference between the two areas.
Let us define a data vector that incorporates the data in each local area as (29) Our test will use resolutions, pixels in area and pixels in area . The approximate joint distribution for the spatial/multiresolution process in is
The GLRT is defined [2] , [28] as (31) where is the entire data set encompassing both regions, and and . Here corresponds to the two hypotheses, respectively. To evaluate the GLRT, we will assume that the data in the two regions, and , are independent. Recall that under hypothesis the parameters of the AR processes are assumed to be different. The probability density function is given by . The extrema of the conditional distributions are obtained using the maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters conditioned on the hypotheses [28] . Under , the parameters for each area are estimated separately. Let be the parameter vectors corresponding to the maximum likelihood estimates based solely on the areas . The extrema of the joint conditional distribution can be decomposed as . These parameter estimates are given as (32) and (33) Under hypothesis , the AR models are assumed to be identical. Consequently, the unknown coefficients are estimated using both regions and . Again, using the assumption that the statistics of and are independent, the extrema of the joint conditional distribution can be decomposed as where , and . These estimates are (34) and
For the case where many more clutter pixels are used than target , and . The GLRT can then be approximated as (36) Incorporating (30) into (36) without the first exponential, and noticing through (33) that the second exponential of disappears as well, the log GLRT becomes
To help mitigate the assumption of statistical homogeniety over the target area we will only label the center pixel of the area with the outcome of the test and not the entire target area which would be standard. This creates a pixel-bypixel test where the local target area is used to help provide averaging in the estimation of the AR coefficient and variance. We will now consider two special cases.
2) Special Case 1-AR versus Brownian Motion:
The Brownian motion clutter model derived in Section II provides a motivation to test between an AR process indicative of a target versus Brownian motion clutter. Brownian motion is simply an AR process where [23] . The GLRT then simplifies to the test (38) In the spirit of the single-resolution test, we can create a simpler test by assuming . If we also examine the case where (a single target pixel), a Pearson correlation test [6] can be constructed as (39) The heuristic used here is that the AR coefficients of clutter will be close to one due to the Brownian motion characteristics, while the target AR coefficients would be less than one.
3) Special Case 2-AR versus White Noise Process:
The statistical model derived in Section II for the multiresolution clutter process showed that a resolution increments process at a specific set of resolutions is a white noise process. Using this increments process , a test between an AR process in and white noise in can be devised. The increments process for targets remains an AR process. However, the driving noise for the AR increments process for the target is now correlated. For the sake of simplicity, we will approximate the increments process for the target as AR with an i.i.d. noise source. In the derivation of this detector, a simple replacement of the original process by is made. The multiresolution increments process can be described as (40) (41) where and are zero-mean Gaussian random variables with variances and , respectively. A simple set of tests can be derived by assuming . We are now testing between
The GLRT simply becomes an estimate of the AR coefficient in region as (42) The processor can be further simplified when . This is a single-pixel detector. The GLRT becomes the Pearson correlation test on the increments process in resolution 14 (43) 4) Composite Tests: We will base our composite test detection strategies on the increments process . The man-made object signal model motivates detectors that exploit the difference in the mean between natural clutter and manmade objects. We will use the same convention as Section III-B1 where we have a target area and an assumed clutter area . For the cases examined here , we have a single-pixel test. The hypotheses under test will be with . We also have available , which are surrounding locations assumed to be clutter.
We have chosen the composite test due to the severe variability of SAR signatures when collection geometry and object condition are not known. This is opposed to choosing a specific object signature and designing a matched filter to it. A uniformly most powerful test for the above composite hypothesis does not exist. The optimal invariant test with respect to scale and orthogonal transformations is the so-called test [3] , which is equivalent to (44) where is the estimate of from surrounding cells assuming no target is present, i.e., 
IV. EVALUATION OF MULTIRESOLUTION CFAR PERFORMANCE
We applied the multiresolution detection algorithms to both synthetically generated target and clutter signatures, as well as collected SAR imagery of targets and terrain. Table I summarizes the detectors used in this study. The synthetic data consisted of a simulated 1-ft, X-band signature of a Howitzer towed artillery vehicle produced by the Environmental Research Institute of Michigan (ERIM) Synthetic Radar Image Model (SRIM) electromagnetic scattering code. The background clutter used in simulation was a homogeneous circular complex Gaussian random process. The collected SAR data contained various military vehicles in different states and deployments, both netted and unnetted, and natural backgrounds that contained homogeneous and inhomogeneous clutter, as well as man-made clutter objects.
Section IV-A discusses the methodology by which we generated the synthetic scenes. Section IV-B provides results and trade studies of the multiresolution detection strategies when applied to synthetic scenes. Section IV-C explains the results obtained when the multiresolution detection strategies were applied to the collected SAR data sets.
A. Synthetic Scene Generation
The images used for synthetic test data were created by embedding 18 SRIM-generated targets into a simulated homogeneous clutter background. This data set is shown in Fig. 5 . The targets were 32 32 pixels in size at the finest resolution. The targets were multiple realizations of a towed artillery piece. Each realization of the target was generated from different aspect angles that ranged from 0 to 340 in increments of 20 . The clutter was generated as a 
512
512 random field. An additional 512 512 clutter field without embedded targets was also created for false-alarm evaluation. The probability distribution of the random field was circular complex Gaussian with unit variance . The random process was independent from pixel to pixel at the finest resolution. The resolution of this simulation was 1 ft.
The target-to-clutter ratio (TCR) of the images are determined from the average powers of the target and clutter and is defined as TCR
To achieve a particular TCR, all of the target signatures were normalized so that their average power was unity. The clutter was then scaled by (recall that the original ). The normalized targets were embedded into clutter with the appropriate variance for the chosen TCR. We evaluated the multiresolution detector performance for data with a TCR of 0 dB.
Targets were embedded into the clutter by creating a mask defining the target extent for each realization, then substituting the target pixels for the clutter pixels over the target extent. Target masks were created for each of the 18 target views by thresholding the target signature at a level that was 10 dB below the average target power. All pixels below threshold were discarded except for isolated pixels that were entirely contained within the support of the target mask. For our discussion, we will call the target mask . We also used the target masks to score detector performance. Specifically, the target mask was used to determine whether or not a detected pixel corresponded to a true target pixel or a clutter false alarm. The single-pixel probabilities of detection 
The finite test sample size affects the fidelity of the processor performance estimates. The most traditional method is to look upon the decisions at each pixel as an independent Bernoulli trial [9] . A signal-to-noise ratio SNR of the estimate can be defined as the mean-square-to-variance ratio, and is given by SNR
In our case, and . The false alarm estimates will have SNR's of SNR for and SNR for , which are acceptably large. The SNR's of target detection estimates are computed in a similar manner. SNR for down to 0.1, which is extremely large.
B. Empirical Results-Simulated Data
This section will discuss the results of the various target detection schemes when multiresolution data is used. These detectors were applied to the generated scene discussed in Section IV-A. It should be stressed that the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves shown in this subsection are based on pixel level detection and not on the extended object.
In the GLRT tests was a 3 3 pixel area.
was a hollow ring of inner diameter 20 pixels and outer diameter 24 pixels. The inner diameter was chosen to be approximately the size of the target. The multipixel test, , also used a 3 3 region for . The tests, used only the signature at the single pixel ; hence, the notation . The resolution sampling strategy was chosen to whiten the multiresolution increments process as discussed in Section II. We used the same resolution sampling strategy for both the original multiresolution process and the multiresolution increments process. The resolution studies only examined azimuth resolution as a running variable. Range resolution was fixed at 1 ft. This was due to the conjecture that multiresolution processing may mitigate the requirement for fine resolution collection in azimuth. This has implications on wide area search scenarios, since collection time per scene is directly tied to azimuth resolution in spotlight SAR. Fig. 6 shows the detection statistics of the single-pixel detection schemes. The detection statistics were normalized to have equivalent peak values. In each case, 15 resolutions were used ranging from 1 to 10 ft. The multiresolution tests provide better contrast than the single-pixel, single-resolution test, , which is our baseline. The multiresolution test, , affords the best contrast between the target set and the clutter.
and show a smearing of the signature due to the multiresolution processing.
, however, does not exhibit this smearing. Fig. 7 shows the empirical receiver operating characteristic (ROC) of three of the single-pixel tests: the singleresolution/single-pixel test ; the multiresolution test on the increments process ; and the Pearson correlation test on the increments process . This figure shows the performance gain provided by the multiresolution signatures. The multiresolution test, , provided the best result. Performance of the tests increased as the number of resolutions increased. This is seen by examining the performance of when 6 and 10 resolutions are used. Lastly, note that the multiresolution test using a 2-ft starting resolution performed as well as the single-resolution test using 1-ft data. This implies that only half of the dwell time may be required for target screening.
The decision statistics showing the increased contrast between the targets and surrounding clutter for the detection schemes using spatial data are shown in Fig. 8 . These detection statistics were also normalized to have equivalent peak values. Note that the spatial/multiresolution GLRT testing for an AR process versus Brownian motion, has the best contrast. Fig. 9 shows the ROC of the spatial tests and compares them to the baseline . performed the best and significantly outperformed the singleresolution test, , and the spatial test . The spatial test and the multiresolution increments test performed equivalently. The reduced performance by is due to the assumed i.i.d. driving noise process in the target process model. We expect that if that test is reformulated such that the appropriate driving noise process is accounted for, then its performance will be at the level of or better than . Histograms of the various decision statistics are shown in Fig. 10 . These histograms show the separation increase between the target and clutter signatures when multiresolution processing is applied.
We found that the performance of the multiresolution tests increased, then saturated, as the number of resolutions used in the test increased. Using the multiresolution test, , as an example, there is a significant gain in performance going from 5 to 10 resolutions when using a starting resolution of 1 ft as shown in Fig. 11 . The performance gain is smaller when 15 resolutions are used. At 15 resolutions, the performance gain is effectively saturated. Coarser starting resolutions adversely affect the performance of the multiresolution tests as shown in Fig. 12 . A significant performance reduction occurred when 1.5 or 2 ft starting resolutions were used. However, the multiresolution test performed close to the baseline singleresolution test at 1 ft resolution. We found similar results for the other multiresolution tests. 
C. Empirical Results-Collected Data
In this subsection, we describe the results obtained from applying the various multiresolution detection schemes on collected data. The data was ground truthed with respect to the type and position of the targets within each scene. The scoring that we will show in this subsection is based on the detection of the extended targets and not the pixel-by- pixel scoring that occurred in the previous subsection. All nontarget detections were counted as false alarms regardless of their cause (e.g., placed trihedrals, other cultural objects, etc.). No spatial filtering was performed in the detection stage to eliminate small false alarms. The peak value of the decision statistic within an extended target detection was used as the cue rating factor to generate the empirical ROC curves.
The data sets used in these studies were provided by the Lincoln Laboratory ADTS system [12] . This data set contained numerous military vehicles in various deployments and netting conditions. There were approximately 780 target realizations in the ADTS data set. The clutter data was also from the ADTS sensor. This clutter included both natural and manmade clutter. Approximately 750 sq km of clutter was used in the studies.
We examined the processing gain provided by multiresolution processing on the data sets. Specifically, we compared the single-resolution test, , to the multiresolution test, , for the ADTS data set. We define the processor gain as the increase in separation between target and clutter test-statistic distributions as defined by the Hellinger distance [16] .
For the two hypotheses the Hellinger distance is defined as (50) Hellinger distance can be used to provide both upper and lower bounds to the probability of error, , of binary hypothesis tests using minimum probability of error criteria with equal prior probabilities [17] . The upper bound is related to the well known Bhattacharyya distance [28] where (51) For two univariate Gaussian distributions where , the Hellinger distance simplifies to (52) Other metrics such as Mahalanobis distance assume that the variances are equal between the two hypotheses.
We computed the Hellinger distance on 780 different target/clutter pairs to assess the processing gain. The Hellinger distance was computed for each of the 780 target/clutter pairs for both the single-resolution and multiresolution detectors. We use the notation for the single resolution case and for the multiresolution case. The clutter areas chosen were natural terrain areas. Each target realization had a distinct clutter area associated with it. The Hellinger distance is an "amplitude" measure of distance. Therefore, the gain in decibels is computed as (53) Fig. 13 shows a rank ordering of the processing gain for all 780 target/clutter pairs. We found a maximum gain of approximately 13.5 dB for some target/clutter pairs and no gain (i.e., 0 dB processing gain) for only five pairs. In no cases did the multiresolution detector perform worse than the single resolution detector. We observed an average of 4.2 dB of processing gain due to multiresolution processing. Moreover, in 750 out of the 780 target/clutter pairs, the gain was greater than 2 dB.
V. CONCLUSION
We presented several strategies for multiresolution target detection and demonstrated their relative gain over related single-resolution approaches. These multiresolution detectors exploit resolution-dependent interference between prominent target scatterers. We formulated statistical models for both clutter and target multiresolution signatures and we showed that the multiresolution clutter process was a Brownian motion process. Using the independent increments property of Brownian motion processes, we derived a simple resolution sampling strategy that whitens the clutter process. Based on these models, we developed a number of multiresolution tests. These tests consisted of a GLRT and composite hypothesis tests.
Examining synthetic data, we found that the multiresolution detector far outperforms single-resolution detectors on a perpixel basis. A GLRT approach using a local target area provided the best result. We noted that the performance of the multiresolution detectors saturated at approximately 15 resolutions. We also noted that when the starting resolution was coarsened, the performance of the multiresolution detector suffered. Performance also saturated at fewer resolutions. However, at 2-ft resolution, the multiresolution strategies performed as well as or better than single-resolution strategies at 1 ft. In our studies, we kept the range resolution fixed at 1 ft. This allowed us to explore the collection aperture implications of the multiresolution study.
We applied the multiresolution approaches to Lincoln Laboratory ADTS data encompassing both targets and clutter. We found that using a multiresolution processing scheme, an average 4-dB target-to-clutter ratio gain was obtained when the ADTS target/clutter data sets were examined. This gain implies improved detection performance of screening algorithms for extended targets.
